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Aims of the project:

• Stories told through objects

• Telling the story of D-Day told from multiple 

perspectives – ‘360’ view

• Using personal stories

• Interactive and experiential displays
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Story Key Message: 
 
For ordinary people in Normandy and the whole of France, the invasion by German 
forces and the occupation that began in 1940 led to many restrictions and hardships 
in their everyday lives. For individual French people, the decision whether to 
collaborate with or resist the German occupiers was complicated - most just tried to 
manage as best they could.  

 
Story Description: 

 
The German invasion of France in May 1940 did not just lead to a defeat on the 
battlefield. There followed four traumatic years as first northern and western France 
was occupied, and then the remainder too in late 1942. There were restrictions on 
the freedom of ordinary people, and gradually more serious acts of represion. Even 
relatively minor acts of resistance could be punished severely by the Germans. The 
Germans began to encourage and then compel young French men and women to go 
to Germany and do war work - many went into hiding to avoid this. 
 
The pro-German Vichy government governed the unoccupied zone, and tried to deal 
with the aftermath of the French defeat. A key problem was the large number of 
Frenchmen who were held as prisoners of war of the Germans from 1940 onwards. 
While the Vichy regime aimed to unite French people in working with (or for) the 
Germans. This propaganda was countered by the efforts of both French people who 
sought to resist the Germans and Vichy, and the Allies. D-Day was eagerly awaited 
by the many French who sought to regain their liberty. 
 

 

The Concept Template:
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The Script Plan:

Body Text - Key points and sequencing order:  
 
Core dilemma – how did people respond to occupation and a collaborating 
government? 

 Germans invade France in May 1940. French government took sides with the 
enemy 

 How would you respond? 

 Do you cooperate and collaborate or resist, risking everything 
 
Contextual para –  life in France – occupation and enemy bombing 

 French set up a government in the town of Vichy – to collaborate with 
German occupiers 

 Leader Pétain – told his own people not to trust the British and their Allies 

 Meanwhile French people were suffering – Germans controlling their lives, 
Allies bombing to weaken the occupiers 

 
Impact of choosing to resist 

 With hindsight, we’d all like to think we’d fight back, do the right thing – for 
ourselves, our families, our country  

 But the price of resisting is death. It’s not a choice you’re making for yourself 
– you’d be killed along with your father, your grandfather, your sons, your 
cousins, and your female relatives deported – everyone you love most in the 
world 

 Is it a risk you would take? Or is collaborating a greater risk to your country, 
your way of life and freedom? 
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Life in occupied France

May 1940. The Germans invade France. The French Government 

collaborate with them. Do you collaborate, or resist, risking 

everything?

The French Government set up in the town of Vichy. The leader, 

Marechal Phillipe Petain, tells you not to trust the British and their 

allies. Meanwhile people in France are suffering. The German 

occupiers control your lives, while the allies bomb military targets.

We all like to think that we would do the right thing. But the price of 

resisting is death. 

Is this a risk that you would take?

The text:
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• Museum text is a conversation with visitors

• If you don’t feel the love it shows – if it feels boring then 

it probably is

• Need to be confident about leaving things out – can’t 

say it all

• Text is just one part of the toolkit - pictures can say 

things that words can’t

• Don’t assume that everyone reads all of the text in a 

linear fashion

• Text is already there in many objects – labels, 

instructions, badges

• Less is more – think about attention span of visitors

Cont….

Writing text: lessons #1
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• Think about questions that visitors will ask, and ask them 

questions

• Some visitors will always want more - use somewhere 

else for extra detail

• Think of a personality and a voice – Terry Wogan? JK 

Rowling? Laurence Olivier? Brian Blessed?

• Be active not passive – ‘You are a French person…’, not 

‘Imagine you are a French person…’

• Show your text to other people – learning, front of house, 

specialists, non-specialists

• Avoid colons, brackets, jargon

• Be playful and mischievous IF the content inspires it

Writing text: lessons #2
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Broader lessons:

• Dynamic of the relationship with exhibition designers is 

crucial

• Working with an Interpretive Planner as a critical friend

• Self-awareness is important

• Use your team’s strengths

• Audiences and key messages matter

• Interpretation is not stand alone – it works alongside other 

workstreams like branding, architecture, landscaping and 

programming

• Can’t satisfy everyone all the time – should not try to

• Accept that visitors will react differently


